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Study objectives

1. Uncover the underlying, largely invisible systemic pressures on the 
acquisition workforce in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) that 
impede innovative behaviors

2. Design interventions that address these systemic contributors to 
incentivize lasting behavior changes leading to the kind of cultural 
change required to meet the National Defense Strategy.
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Approach

Stage 1: Systemic Contributors and Adaptations Diagramming (SCAD) 
method to elicit innovation (adaptation) stories from multiple areas /units of 
Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition 

Stage2: IMPActS workshop to integrate SCAD findings and diverse 
perspectives to strengthen candidate interventions, improving the 
likelihood of their sustained success

Partnered with Air Force Installation Contracting Center (AFICC) to provide 
context and access to acquisition groups, and test out “internal / external 
team” model that will be key to program’s success
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Stage 1: Systemic Contributors and Adaptations Diagramming (SCAD)

4. Pressures / Expectations

3. Goal Conflicts / Tradeo s

2b. What I did, how it was di erent than “textbook”

Time

2a. “Textbook” behavior

1. Situation Details and Context

policies / procedures junior colleague my “normal” way 

Situation
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Blunt End
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SCAD interviews for understanding contributors to 
innovation

• Novel situation: there are adaptations 
towards and away from innovation

• SCAD reveals how actual work differs 
from standard work

• Modified again, replacing adaptation 
with innovative behavior

• Captured pressures that strengthened 
and weakened innovation-linked 
systems attributes

“Tell me about a time when you did 
something a bit different than 

‘textbook’”
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SCAD interview participants

Positions Ranks Functions
Leadership (5) Military (1): Maj Gen

Civilian (4): SES, NH-04 (2), 
GS-15

Contracting (3)
Program Management (2)

Staff/Frontline (10) Military (5): Maj, Capt, 1st Lt, 
TSgt, SrA
Civilian (5): GS-14 (2), GS-
12(2), NH-03

Contracting (10)
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Stage I Findings: 

Patterns of innovation behaviors and 
systemic contributors
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General findings

• What is Acquisition Innovation?
Ø Wide range of behaviors – means different things to different people
Ø New tool development
Ø Process modification or development (requires much more energy)
Ø Tool + process

• How does Acquisition Innovation happen?
Ø Voluntary effort: performed on their “own time”
Ø Pockets of innovation exists, but don’t usually spread past wing level
Ø More likely to emerge from acute or temporary circumstances

§ New program
§ Coming directly after an acquisition process or program falling short of expectations
§ Significant issues resulting in adverse impact on stakeholders
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Spectrum of innovation proliferation
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Innovation Model: 
Compound pressures -> pressures -> system attributes
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Stage II Findings: 

IMPActS intervention Workshop
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IMPActS workshop: evaluating innovation interventions

• IMPActS used as framework to 
evaluation intervention ideas 
brought to workshop by the 
participants
ØParticipants trained on IMPActS

dimensions

• 1 workshop conducted

• 3 participants
Ø2 AFICC staff members
Ø1 frontline acquisition analyst
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Stage 2 Findings: Workshop feasibility

• Quickly added value
Ø IMPActS dimensions primed participants to think about the likelihood of 

intervention success differently – what resources are needed, what obstacles 
it will face

ØAllowed for more rapid integration of multiple perspectives
ØPerceived value from participants

§ “I saw the intrinsic value of this.”
§ “I think this is an example of something that's very much in the innovation cell’s 

lane.” 
ØWorkshop perceived as low cost, low risk, would be accepted by leadership

§ “I don't really have to justify this too much to my leadership…this is what we're 
here for.”
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Phase II & Ask
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Next steps: Year One
• Creating a more detailed innovation map with more focused SCAD interviews

Ø Create more comprehensive list of pressures and innovation-linked systems attributes
Ø Document tradeoff patterns: how pressure conflicts are resolved, resulting in general 

prioritization strategies (i.e., which pressures tend to win out?)
Ø Explore and document innovation success stories and pitfalls

• Continued IMPActS workshop refinements – experimenting with frequency and 
participation
Ø How frequently should workshops be conducted?
Ø Who should participate? In what configurations?

• Creating program implementation plan that is sensitive to organizations’ constraints
Ø Training program managers, interviewers, and workshop facilitators
Ø Determining where program will fit into parent acquisition organizations
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Next Steps: Year Two

• Begin the innovation support program!
• Each quarter, launch program in 2-3 new acquisition organizations
• Feedback in last month of each quarter will be used to revise, improve 

program
• End of Year Two

Ø8-10 self-sustained innovation programs
ØAdaptable plan to continue launching in additional DoD organizations
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THANK YOU
Stay connected with us online.

AcqIRC.org

airc@acqirc.org

/company/acquisition-innovation-and-research-center/

Rayo.3@osu.edu

https://acqirc.org/
mailto:airc@acqirc.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acquisition-innovation-and-research-center/
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Appendices
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Innovation system attributes

• Making room for failure and risk-taking: Encouraging risks and creative solutions 
without fear of punishment for trying something new, accepting that failure is a part of 
the innovation process.
• Fostering organizational learning: Supporting institutional learning by keeping 

people up to date on new tools and methods, and using past efforts at innovative 
thinking and innovation-centered behaviors to guide future action.
• Aligning team goals: Ensuring people horizontally and vertically within the 

organization share common goals and understand their integral role in reaching goals.
• Collaborating internally and externally: Facilitating collaboration with stakeholders 

within the organization, externally with relevant units, and industry partners.
• Autonomy: Allowing people to have flexibility and freedom to complete work through 

their own means, less supervisor involvement and more personal authority over work.
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Top system pressures

• Procedure: Policy, process, rules, and regulation emerged as the most cited pressure on system attributes. 
It can both encourage change (if it is not prohibited, we can try it), and stymy it (rote adherence without 
creative thinking).

• Time: The default is to go fast to complete tasks quickly, in part, due to workload, which encourages status 
quo and slows adoption. Time can also accelerate change when there is a crisis or acute need to solve 
complex problem and creatively or new approaches must be tried.

• Innovation prioritization: Emphasizing organization’s desire to innovate through resource allocation, 
messaging, policies, and/or structures put in place to support innovation.

• Workload There is a mismatch between work requirements and availability of necessary resources (staff, 
expertise, etc.). Peers have little capacity to assist whether due to unclear or unsynchronized priorities; this 
is, in part, because the acquisition workforce has not kept pace given the growth in requirements.

• Budget constraint: Limited resources to attract the right vendors to develop and/or execute creative 
solutions can hinder new approaches.

• Turnover: A particularly salient issue for military personnel with frequent reassignment and/or 
deployment, and new leadership assignments. Personnel change can disrupt or terminate momentum, but 
also lead to staff slow-rolling adoption to “wait it out” for new leadership.

• Reliance on routines: Preference for status quo work routines and resisting adoption of new practices. This 
can be reflected by tenure, with younger/newer employees more likely to pursue change.
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Stage 2: IMPActS Framework for intervention evaluation

Idea Mental Model 
Alignment Pragmatic Actors Sustain

Ideas behind 
interventions (and 
your team!) are 
well-grounded. This 
includes empirical 
results and settled 
science.

Mechanisms > 
Evidence > 
Anecdote/Opinion

Know the prevalent 
perspectives, align 
them sufficiently 

Absence of alignment 
creates drag, reduces 
shared perceived yield.

More alignment = 
larger possible 
intervention

Whatever you are 
proposing must “fit 
in the doorway”

The doorway 
increases with the 
perceived yield, 
perceived need 

Do you have the 
people and 
capabilities to pull it 
off? If not, go find  
them! Get them! 
Train them!

Dynamic use of 
resources, 
recruiting plan is 
key

Stay close to the clinical 
work to understand how 
it is changing and how 
your work may be 
changing it (has to be 
small enough to be 
continuous!)

Unmonitored solutions 
quickly become stale, 
degraded as priorities 
change
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Systems Attributes

Attribute name 
(# of mentions)

Definition Example from interview

Accepting failure and risk (7) Organization encourages risks and creative solutions 
without fear of punishment for trying something new

P12: “There's going to be some mistakes, there's going to be 
something that happens. And obviously, sometimes you can't even 
project all of those, but realizing that that's something that could 
happen and understanding that, yeah, that's okay in this case 
because we tried something different.”

Organizational learning (5) Supports institutional learning, keeps people up to date on 
new tools and methods, and uses past situations as a 
source of information

P12: A new course was started in partnership with a business 
school to fill a business acumen gap and “use that knowledge to 
reorient and align financial incentives of industry around 
contractual incentives”

Collaboration (5) Organization facilitates collaboration internally and 
externally with other departments and industry partners 
throughout a project lifespan

P03: Relationships were built and maintained with industry so they 
could keep pace with technology and make the “science folks” a 
core part of the team.

Goal alignment (5) People and groups (moving horizontally and vertically 
through the organization) share the same goal and 
understand their role in reaching the goal

P05: A scope document was introduced to the whole team at step 
one to make sure everyone had a “picture of the finish line” to 
ensure people were not going off in different directions

Autonomy (3) Organization allows people to have flexibility and freedom 
to complete work through their own means, less 
leadership involvement and more personal authority over 
projects

P07: Contracts and teams are managed without leadership 
intervention which “gave a lot of freedom and flexibility to do 
things they thought was best” for the situation. Avoided pushback 
and was able to just get things done.
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Pressures (1 of 3)

Pressure name
(# of mentions)

How strengthens (+)/weakens (-) innovation attributes Example from interview

Procedure (7) Organizational learning (+/-):
(+) Reducing the number of rules encouraged critical thinking and 
development of new skills
(-) Following protocol, everything is a checklist rather than an 
evaluation of foundational skills and education

Autonomy (+): Procedures that allow flexibility of execution 
encourages individualized solutions to problems

Room for failure (-): Protocol provides a comfort zone that people 
fall back onto rather than attempting something risky

P01 (+): Leadership reduced the number of rules people needed to follow to encourage critical thinking
P05 (-): “[they] drive everything to a checklist, so the people aren't focused on developing their functional 
skills, they're focused on checking boxes. The government is then in turn, promoting people who don't have 
the foundational skills, who should become the mentors of the junior people behind them.”
P02 (+): The FAR gave the authority to “basically do the acquisition smartly, however they saw fit, as long as 
it's not illegal and permissible by local policy.”
P13: “When something doesn't fit that norm, we're risk averse in a lot of ways, and then we try to pull it back 
into that process that we're all somewhat comfortable with” rather than trying to innovate

Time (6) Organizational learning (-): Desire to go fast leads to reliance on 
current/old procedures

Collaboration (+): Need for results in a strict timeframe 
encourages collaboration and communication

P01 (-): Organization’s default is the “go-fast model” and relies on old procedures to make sure they reach the 
work requirement
P02 (+): “Status quo is just sitting behind a computer and doing everything electronically... [they didn’t] have 
that time in the acquisition schedule, however, because of X, Y, Z.” and it became directly interacting with the 
site contractors

Innovation prioritization (4) Organizational learning (+/-):
(+) Leads to developing critical thinking skills and seeking new 
information on improving current practices
(-) Prioritizing innovation increases options, which can lead to an 
overwhelming amount of new information

Goal alignment (-): The people working have a primary goal of 
getting work done and if innovation is overly prioritized it gets in 
the way of that goal

Room for failure (+): The desire to innovate allows more risks to 
be taken and boundaries to be pushed

P13 (+): "you have to get rid of your desire to see everything one way to enable that [standardized] 
environment, and then you have to coach people and encourage people on critically thinking about what 
could be, while you also insist that they have the knowledge of what is, and that combination, I think, is 
where innovation is born."
P06 (-): "And then you have to know, not only all of your baseline contracting stuff, but you have to know all 
the new innovations too, and you have to learn all the new stuff because every day it changes and we get a 
new national defense authorization act and it's got new rules, we get a new president and we get new 
executive orders that affect our contract clauses and we have to figure out how to deal with those. There's 
just not enough time to sit and I would say, think critically and think innovatively about what you're doing"
P08 (-): Their main goal is to get the work done and there’s a lot to be done at once. “You have to cut a new 
test order. You have to make a contract modification and you have all of those responsibilities. And then if 
you hear someone talking about, "Hey, we need to be innovative and we need to pursue this." You just don't 
have the time." You need to get work done and don't have time to be innovative”
P08 (+): "However, I like to say that in the past year, especially under the needing chief of staff with his model 
of accelerating change or use, things are changing. The culture is changing towards taking risk and just trying 
new things "
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Pressures (2 of 3)

Pressure name
(# of mentions)

How strengthens (+)/weakens (-) innovation attributes Example from interview

Workload (3) Organizational learning (-): With high workload additional 
dissemination and educational tasks are a burden and take a lower 
priority

Room for failure(-): High workload decreases desire to take risks 
because a failed risk adds more work

P01 (-): Teams show reluctance to do extra learning and market research because it’s 
“gonna take more work, they're not giving [them] more bodies to help do that more 
work.”
P01 (-): “And we have to … any risks we have to attempt to mitigate or solve. And all 
of that is work, which takes time. Right? So introducing any risk that they have to
address and solve is something that people generally are not, they don't want to do 
because it's, it's, it's more work.”

Budget
constraint (3)

Goal alignment (-): Unknown budgetary restrictions disrupt ability to 
align intentions

P03 (-) Groups agree to complete a certain action and award funding but someone 
above comes in and says they don’t want to spend that much money

Turnover (3) Organizational learning (-):
Rotating individuals through does not develop experts with a deep 
understanding of foundational skills

Collaboration (-): Constant rotation of people does not support 
consistent collaboration

Goal alignment (-): When people leave the project it’s hard to get a 
replacement with similar goals and enthusiasm about the project

P05 (-): “The government foundationally has this mindset, that we build individuals 
by rotating them and rather than developing experts and a deep pool of knowledge 
in the foundational skills and how to be a program manager”
P03 (-): In IMSE and civil service, people rotate in and out and do not develop 
together as a team. There is no core team.
P04 (-): Established a new project, but then was deployed overseas and no one 
pushed it forward, so the project didn’t go anywhere

Reliance on routines (3) Organizational learning (-): Becoming reliant on routine decreases the 
ability to embrace new information and processes

Room for failure (-): People get attached to their way of doing things 
and create an environment that devalues trying new ideas

P01 (-): “Pockets of old school” believe if the process isn’t broken don’t fix it and 
actively push back against new measures. Some of the newer people embrace and 
encourage a departure from the old procedures
P08 (-): “They have been in a base for 15, 20 years. And they've been doing 
something they've been doing since the 1999. And they're like, "No, hey, we've been 
doing this forever. So you don't know what you're talking about. We know what 
we're doing." And you end up encountering those obstacles when trying to improve 
a process or just trying something new.”
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Pressures (3 of 3)

Pressure name
(# of mentions)

How strengthens (+)/weakens (-) innovation attributes Example from interview

Political
Exposure (2)

Room for failure (-): Backlash and public scrutiny make 
people wary of attempting new ideas in the future

P01 (-): Failures lead to scrutiny and public backlash. “no one wants to 
be a headline, so that might weigh on our minds a little bit”

Reputation (2) Room for failure (-): Fear of damaging their reputation and 
hurting their career makes people less inclined to take risks 
and try new things

P12 (-): If you can get people to trust that they can innovate “people 
start to emerge out of the woodwork to go try that thing they've always 
wanted to try but were fearful that they would get a bad reputation with 
leadership and that their career would stop without so much as a 
whim.”

External
events (2)

Organizational learning (+): External events push people to 
learn new ways of dealing with situations and can be 
applied to future scenarios

P11 (+): Because of the events associated with COVID they learned new 
lessons and applied them to future situations

Organizational relationships (2) Collaboration (+/-):
(+) Good relationships increase the likelihood for future 
collaboration
(-) Strained relationships and lack of desire for 
communication decreases ability to collaborate

P07 (+): The team was successful because “they are very involved and 
closely aligned with my contracting team, which isn't always the case. 
Sometimes, you have your program managers and your contracting 
teams that are more at odds than they are working together.

P06 (-): “There was so much bad blood between KA and that program, 
our organization and that program, not specifically our team, but just in 
general, they did not want to hear pretty much anything we had to say. 
They were done with us, so that was really the barrier there.”
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